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Abstract 
 

Virtual Reality (VR) can potentially transport the user to another world. Outside of VR, 

musical soundtrack is usually placed outside of the scene, referred to as non-diegetic sound. 

In VR, this could potentially break immersion. Other ways to implement music have to be 

tested. 

A test was created consisting of three scenes with a wide selection of “listening modes”, or 

musical configurations. The listening modes ranged from non-diegetic stereo music via 

headphones to diegetic, played from speakers inside the VR spaces. 10 respondents played 

through the scenes in VR, experiencing every listening mode. Respondents then replied to a 

questionnaire gathering their thoughts on their experience. 

Results showed that immersion improved the more the experience corresponded to 

expectations from outside of VR. Non-diegetic listening modes were considered less 

immersive than diegetic listening modes. 

This study lays a basic foundation for further research on music in VR with initial guidelines 

for proper implementation. 
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1 Introduction 

Image and sound. They complement each other and form an experience that has the potential 

to immerse us in a virtual world. It does this despite us looking at it through a screen, listening 

to sounds coming from speakers or headphones. Virtual Reality (VR) is an emerging 

technology with the potential to remove the screen and speakers and not only immerse but 

transport us into the virtual world. Through the use of head mounted displays, head and body 

tracking, advanced sound simulation and controllers, Virtual Reality aims to become the new 

way of experiencing media, not only for entertainment but also for education and simulation. 

At their theoretical best, virtual worlds can be so believable that they completely fool the user’s 

senses. Sight, smell, touch and finally sound. 

Because of this new technology, old guidelines on music design in movies and games that are 

reliant on stereo or surround sound may not at all be applicable in VR. As such these guidelines 

may have to be re-evaluated and tested to further understand the role of music. 

This study aimed to provide a basic understanding of Michel Chion’s ideas in Audio-Vision: 

Sound on Screen (1994) and through them gain insight into sound design for Virtual Reality 

with focus on spatialization and implementation, differences and similarities. To do this, a 

selection of VR scenes were created in Unity Engine 5 (Unity Technologies 2015), featuring 

situations where the difference between traditional sound design and Virtual Reality were 

thought to be the most apparent. A selection of subjects were asked to play through these 

scenarios and evaluate their experience through a short questionnaire. Data gathered in this 

quantitative study was believed to provide a discernible pattern that could be evaluated and 

analysed to further research in the future. 
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2 Background 

To allow for comparisons and analysis of VR audio it is helpful to explain the basics of Virtual 

Reality, immersion value and its similarities and differences to traditional media. Once we 

understand the technical and theoretical basics, the more intricate elements and subjective 

experiences can be added to paint a better picture of ideal VR music. 

Michel Chion’s Audio-Vision, Sound on Screen (1994) is a book about the perception of sound 

in media, detailing the various aspects of how the audio affects the visual and the other way 

around. He states that there is a fundamental connection between what a person sees and 

hears, an audio-visual contract that can be followed or broken, resulting in different reactions 

depending on situation. “Theories of the cinema until now have tended to elude the issue of 

sound, either by completely ignoring it or by relegating it to minor status” (Chion 1994, p. 25). 

Chion states in the preface of Audio-Vision, pointing to the visual being the biggest focus of 

cinema history, sound somehow ending up as a second priority. Although this statement is 

now several years old, it can still be considered valid from a consumer’s point of view, as the 

setup of modern cinema is almost identical to the old, with a few exceptions such as IMAX 

(IMAX Corp.). IMAX projects images on a dome, encompassing viewer’s field of view almost 

entirely. Together with 3D-stereoscopy, IMAX comes close to the experience of wearing a VR 

headset, but does not feature any sort of interactivity such as head tracking or free movement. 

Cinema has a three-part setup. A screen, most commonly projected and speakers, most 

commonly 5.1 or 7.1 channels and seats, spread out in a large room. This setup is similar to the 

home cinema in that it has the same parts, just on a different scale. This also goes for most 

personal computer setups, regardless of performance. A screen, speakers and a seat on which 

the user can experience visuals and audio. In the home setups (and in some cases in cinemas), 

the speakers can be replaced by headphones. This may allow the user to experience the audio 

media in a different way. Because the sound sources are no longer situated in a static position 

in the room, whatever sound the headphones produce will in this case follow the user’s head 

movements. The screen, however, will in most cases not. This is the first and most important 

difference between VR and aforementioned setups. This discussion will be elaborated upon in 

subchapter 2.1 “The VR Experience”. 

Adding to this, Chion explains what he calls “Acousmatic Sound”, referring to the existence of 

diegetic and non-diegetic sound within cinema. 

We call onscreen sound that whose source appears in the image, and belongs 

to the reality represented therein. Third, to designate sound whose supposed 

source is not only absent from the image but is also external to the story world, 

I shall use the term nondiegetic. This is the widespread case of voiceover and 

narration and, of course, musical underscoring. 

Chion 1994, p. 73 

This means that during a cinema experience, a viewer can receive auditory information from 

three different sources: the scene on screen (sound from speakers, implied from an object on 

screen), the middle ground (sound only from the speakers) and reality (objects from around 

the viewer). Through something called immersion, cinema aims to remove the barriers 

between these sources, allowing the viewer to suspend his disbelief and feel like a part of the 
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scene displayed. Virtual Reality attempts to do this to an even greater degree. More on 

immersion in subchapter 2.1.1 “Immersion and Presence”. 

2.1 The VR Experience 

To produce a convincing VR experience, Frederick P. Brooks, Jr in What’s Real About Virtual 

Reality? (1999), provided several key elements. 

Four technologies are crucial for VR:4,5 

■ the visual (and aural and haptic) displays that immerse the user in the virtual 

world and that block out contradictory sensory impressions from the real 

world; 

■ the graphics rendering system that generates, at 20 to 30* frames per second, 

the ever-changing images; 

■ the tracking system that continually reports the position and orientation of 

the user’s head and limbs; and 

■ the database construction and maintenance system for building and 

maintaining detailed and realistic models of the virtual world. 

  Brooks 1999, p. 16 

Adding to that, Brooks defined sound as an important, yet not crucial point: “Synthesized 

sound, displayed to the ears, including directional sound and simulated sound fields” (Brooks 

1999, p. 16). “Directional sound and simulated sound fields…” refers to the existence of 3D-

sound, also called Binaural Sound, as well as the importance of ambience and proper sound 

response. More on this in Audio and Music. 

With all of the technological elements combined, a user can be placed in a virtual world, and 

that world should provide the user with something to do. Joseph Bates provided several points 

in Virtual Reality, Art, and Entertainment (1991) describing the aspects of a VR-world which 

he considers essential to make the experience a convincing one. These are presented out of a 

narrative perspective, focusing on the existence of story and characters but also touching on 

traditional media. Bates states that for Virtual Reality to become a “genuinely powerful and 

popular artistic form”, several aspects from traditional media should be considered (Bates 

1991, p. 2). Focusing on virtual worlds that are intended to have some kind of deep structure, 

Bates proceeds to state that the virtual worlds must react appropriately to player interaction 

without the direct involvement of the original creator (1991, p. 3). With this he refers to 

elements such as AI, object interaction and an underlying purpose, such as a story arch. These 

can be derived from traditional media in the sense that movies as well as traditional games 

(with narrative) already feature these elements. The difficulty lies in adapting them to the 

unpredictable interactions that a VR user might provide. As such, Bates means that, AI will 

have to have “…broad, though perhaps shallow, capabilities” (Bates 1991, p. 3). 

As VR is a new kind of media, a definitive guideline for presentation has yet to be formed. 
Designers may choose to go for a realistic or non-realistic style on their experience and may 
receive equal praise for their creation. 
   

*This number was re-evaluated during 2015 with 
the final specifications of the Oculus Rift leaving 
it at 90 frames per second. (Oculus, 2015) 
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2.1.1 Immersion and Presence 

Immersion is a term used to describe the level in which a user feels he or she is engaged or 

involved. In the context of media such as VR, it also refers to how the experience absorbs the 

user (Dansky & Kane 2006, p. 3). Cinema, games and VR all attempt to achieve a high level of 

immersion to convince the player that they need to care about what is happening in the virtual 

world they present. VR attempts to take it to an extreme, pulling the user out of his or her 

physical being and into another one, placing the user in the virtual world, ideally, without the 

ability to tell the difference. When this is fulfilled, it is referred to as presence. Presence means 

“the subjective experience of being in one place or environment, even when one is physically 

situated in another”, defined in Measuring Presence in Virtual Environments: A Presence 

Questionnaire (Witmer & Singer 1998, p. 225).  

Witmer and Singer state that presence and several aspects of presence are in fact subjective. 

According to them, presence is not a technical term. Although it is described as measurable, 

there is nothing to say it will be experienced the same from one user to another. (Witmer & 

Singer 1998, p. 230). Similar to the approach of Joseph Bates (1991), the research on presence 

aims to encompass every aspect of a virtual environment to achieve the highest level of 

immersion. Referred to as an ‘illusion’ by Brooks (1991, p. 17) because of the virtual nature of 

the world in which the user is placed, perfect presence is the ideal that VR, in theory, tries to 

achieve. Though it was supposedly unachievable in 1999, VR described as “barely working” by 

Brooks (1999, p. 16), VR might now have the technology to properly convince its users that 

they are, in fact, somewhere else. 

On the negative side of VR immersion and presence, Bates brings up the possibility of causing 

the user discomfort when one or more essentials aren’t present or user control is taken away. 

“Someone accustomed to having normal control over their bodies and perceptions might find 

the partial lack of control implied by such a development confusing and perhaps unpleasant” 

(Bates 1991, p. 5). This is highly relevant to the hypothesis of this paper that badly designed 

VR, even just concerning audio and music, can cause a user discomfort or become 

disorienting. 
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2.2 Audio and Music 

We will approach the issue of sound and music from the perspective of the ideal VR 

experience. To reiterate, the ideal is in this case considered to be utilizing the available 

technology to fully transport a VR user to the virtual world, attempting to keep the highest 

level of immersion and presence. We must also remember the essential point brought up by 

Brooks concerning the existence of headtracking (Brooks 1991). 

2.2.1 Sound Technology 

The paper 3-D Sound for Virtual Reality and Multimedia by Durand R. Begault (1994) gives 

several insights into the technical aspects of sound design and what could be considered 

essential to create simulated 3D sound and music in VR. Begault states that 3D-sound is the 

ideal way to simulate sound within VR for the highest level of immersion. “One might be able 

to work more effectively within a VR environment if actions were accompanied by appropriate 

sounds that seemingly emit from their proper locations […]” (Begault 1994, p. 13). 

3D-sound is a simpler term for binaural sound, or spatialized sound. In this context, binaural 

sound refers to the simulation of distance, width and ambient reflections of a sound in a virtual 

environment. This is done with the purpose of spatializing the sound, placing it in a virtual 

space and allowing the user to localize it simply through listening (Begault 1994, preface p. 

10). In difference to stereo’s “virtual surround” and physical surround speakers, 3D-sound has 

the ability not only to simulate sound on a horizontal plane, but also on a vertical one due to 

its form of simulation. Binaural sound attempts to simulate the shape and resulting sound 

reflections of the human ear (Begault 1994, p. 2). 

Because of the nature of the sound simulation, Begault points to the preferred use of 

headphones over speakers for 3D-sound. 

Simply put, the problem with using loudspeakers for 3-D sound is that control 

over perceived spatial imagery is greatly sacrificed, since the sound will be 

reproduced in an unknown environment. In other words, the room and 

loudspeakers will impose unknown nonlinear transformations that usually 

cannot be compensated for by the designer or controller of the 3-D audio 

system. 

Begault 1994, p. 16 

Speakers and headphones using stereo and surround may work for VR but do not qualify for 

the ideal VR experience due to the possible misplacement of sounds and loss of imaging. 
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2.2.2 Diegetic and Nondiegetic Sound 

Onscreen, offscreen, diegetic and nondiegetic. These are terms formed by Michel Chion to 

try to describe the relation various sounds have to the image displayed (Chion 1994, p. 78). 

Sounds can be a combination of two of these. For example, a radio playing music from the 

peripheral of a virtual scene is considered an offscreen diegetic sound, while a cello in the 

soundtrack is considered nondiegetic offscreen (1994, p. 80). If a virtual audio source was 

placed in a scene it becomes diegetic, as it is present and identifiable within the scene. 

However, according to Chion, as long as it is invisible it could be considered an offscreen 

sound. This implies a split between an object and its sound. This split is, when encountered 

in real life, merely perceived, but when simulated, it is technical. 

For example, the sound of a shoe’s heel striking the floor of a reverbant room 

has a very particular source. But as a sound, as an agglomerate of many 

reflections on different surfaces, it can fill as big a volume as the room in which 

it resonates. In fact, no matter how precisely a sound’s source can be identified, 

the sound in itself is by definition a phenomenon that tends to spread out […] 

Chion 1994, p. 79 

In the context of Virtual Reality, sounds are placed in game engines, which technically have 

no need for a physical object to create a sound. Sound emitters are a separate entity which 

can be placed freely, experimented with and modified, though most commonly connected to 

an object. (Begault 1994, p. 1) These sound emitters are a technical representation of Chion’s 

statement so in theory, sounds in VR could utilize the same framework to identify various 

auditory elements. 

2.2.3 Music 

Music most commonly falls within two categories, sharing the properties of sound. Music in 

movies and games, called soundtrack, most commonly aims to provide an emotional 

background, transmitting the intended emotion for what happens on the screen (Chion 1994, 

p. 80). Chion describes nondiegetic soundtrack as being “[…] outside the space and time of 

the action.” (Chion 1994, p. 80), referring to what he has chosen to call “pit music”. The term 

originates from the old way of presenting music where the orchestra would play the 

soundtrack from a ‘pit’ by the screen. On the opposite end, when the soundtrack is diegetic 

and possibly onscreen, Chion chooses to call it “screen music” (Chion 1994, p. 80). 

Depending on its placement, music can do more than to provide an emotional anchor. It can 

also blend scenes together, for instance transitioning seamlessly between diegetic and 

nondiegetic “[…] without in the least throwing into question the integrity of diegesis, as a 

voiceover intervening in the action would.” (1994, p. 81). As such, music is a highly dynamic 

form of communication that, according to Chion’s ideas, can relay its message almost 

independent of placement. “Out of time and out of space, music communicates with all times 

and all spaces of a film, even as it leaves them to their separate and distinct existences.” (1994, 

p. 81). Adding to this the points provided by Brooks and Begault, we can look further into 

music in context to its placement and localization within the virtual world. Most early VR 

demos and larger titles use music in a way that contradicts the VR ideal. As seen in the 

examples brought up in chapter 2.3, the most common way of mixing music in VR is similar 

to traditional media. Reasons for this are unclear. Through several searches online and 

through libraries it is clear that there is a lack of research into the matter of adapting music to 

VR and binaural audio. 
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2.3 Examples 

 

Elite Dangerous: Horizons by Frontier Development, 2015. 

Features surround sound. Has a virtual environment (cockpit) for spatialized ship 

sounds and voice, yet soundtrack is played in 2D directly to headphones. 

Henry by Oculus Story Studio, 2015. 

Features full binaural audio. Features virtual stereo speakers in front of the viewer for 

soundtrack and narrative and thus directs the viewer’s attention forward towards the 

focal point of the scenes. 

Hover Junkers by Stress Level Zero, 2016. 

Features full binaural audio. Music plays out of a radio on the virtual flying ship. Game 

features room-scale tracking and the radio is always situated within hearing distance. 

On certain game events, when player is taken out of the game, the musical ques are 

played in 2D to headphones. 

Sightline: The Chair by SightlineVR, 2015. 

Features full binaural audio. A surreal experience where music is shaped by and placed 

in various objects in the scene. Worth noting is a scene where flying bulbs of light circle 

the user and create music through their flight. 

Soundscape Gear VR by alias Sander Sneek, 2015. 

Has no use for binaural audio. Music creation software for VR. Made for listening to 

and creating music rather than immersion. Plays 2D sound directly to headphones.
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3 Problem 

Sound implementation in game engines and VR is well researched, as is soundtrack in 

videogames and other traditional media. However, the combination of soundtrack and VR and 

especially its placement in VR is not. The most common use of music in early VR software 

(seen in chapter 2.3 Examples) is 2D stereo mix, at the cost of immersion. 

Michel Chion speaks of the relation between picture and audio as the “audiovisual contract” 

in Audio-Vision, Sound on Screen (Chion, 1994). He describes the fundamental importance of 

the sound in a scene and how it affects the impact of visible or invisible objects. This may be 

applied to an even greater extent to VR scenes in terms of objects and world sounds. How does 

it apply to music, specifically soundtrack? 

Using the suggested ideal VR experience as reference, we look at sound as an anchor, making 

objects in the virtual world appear real and grounded. It can give them weight, importance 

and size. Begault stated that 3D-sound can help further spatialize a sound source in the world, 

giving it believable properties based on distance, relative elevation etc. (Begault 1994, p. 13). 

Most sounds in a game engine are mixed in mono. The sounds are then mixed through an 

audio engine to give them properties which can place them in the scene, often through reverb. 

Music, however, is most commonly mixed in stereo and placed outside the scene. Live 

recordings of music can also contain auxiliary channels, picked up from around the recording 

studio. “The surround channels, which are usually one channel, use ambiance[sic] material” 

(Begault, 1994, p. 16). Begault pointed to the problem that these ambient channels and the use 

of reverb in music mixing might negatively impact the reverb used in 3D audio engines, not 

only diminishing the sound quality, but also misplacing the sounds and confusing the listener 

(Begault 1994, p. 16). This creates a problem. 

Non-diegetic music can potentially be detrimental when used in a 3D-sound engine, not only 

diminishing the role of the music itself but also the other sounds in the scene (Begault 1994). 

There could be several solutions to this problem. Different mixes could solve some issues but 

create others. Different audio engines could potentially allow for music to be flawlessly 

implemented but could possibly remove the enhancing effect of properly spatialized sound. 

Adding the existence of head tracking and the potential for rapid changes in view direction 

(Brooks 1991), this issue becomes more apparent. 

The traditional way of viewing media allows for diegetic and non-diegetic sounds because it 

features speakers and a static viewpoint – the screen. Virtual Reality does not. The VR ideal 

removes the speakers from the three-part setup, merging the remaining two parts (from the 

scene and reality). It aims to achieve the highest level of immersion and as such it does not 

allow for the use of physical speakers, as they would be detrimental to spatialization. VR does 

not have a static viewpoint as the user’s head is what decides the direction and placement. For 

sound (mono), this is solved by using a binaural audio engine, but for soundtrack (stereo) 

there is no obvious solution. 

To reiterate, the VR ideal does not allow for non-diegetic stereo music. To achieve the highest 

level of immersion, audio designers must employ other methods of music implementation that 

follow the VR ideal rather than the methods for traditional media. 
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3.1 Method 

3.1.1 The Scenes 

In attempt to gain further understanding of this issue and its potential solutions, three scenes 

were created in the game engine Unity Engine 5. This engine was used based on its native 

implementation of VR support and the existence of a 3D-sound engine developed by Oculus. 

These scenes, based on Chion’s ideas, attempt to replicate environments where the traditional 

use of soundtrack could be considered to work flawlessly as well as the VR ideal can be fulfilled. 

The users are able to switch between listening modes, and thus decide what works best in their 

VR experience. A 2D view is always available next to the test scene where the users are able to 

clearly note the difference between how they perceive the scene and soundtrack in VR versus 

a 2D-screen. This is done to show the users the difference in immersion. 

The scenes are room-based, featuring two or three modes of sound design on one piece of 

music. The available listening modes are the following: 

 2D stereo music directly played in the headset. 

 3D stereo music played from different sound sources in the scene. 

 3D stereo music played from floating virtual speakers in front of the user’s virtual body. 

 3D stereo music played from virtual speakers behind the user’s virtual body. 

 3D mono music where individual instruments are placed in the scene. 

These modes are triggered in different parts of the rooms, allowing the user to experience the 

music based on its position and evaluate which solution fits the scene best and creates the 

highest immersion value. The movement between triggers will allow the user to listen to the 

music and experience the spatialization, forming an opinion on the selected listening mode’s 

pros and cons. Additionally, the movement in VR works to show the contrast to static viewing 

of traditional media. Movement in VR is felt, as well as seen. Virtual speakers are connected 

to the user’s body and are always in front of the player when moving. They are however not 

coupled to the user’s head. These simulate the traditional setup where soundtrack is played 

from speakers in front of the user. 

There is no attempt made at creating any drama more than what is needed to fulfil the 

necessities of music evaluation. This means that the visuals of the scenes are limited to a 

degree where the scene will attempt to be immersive but not realistic. The scenes have no story 

content and no context except for research purposes. This is due to time constraints as well as 

story content potentially acting as a stress element, rushing or confusing the users. 

As an example, one scene involves a bridge above animated water. Sense of depth from the 

stereoscopic images of the VR-headset along with spatialized sounds of water will potentially 

immerse the user in the location. Users can choose between music playing directly to their 

headphones, from virtual speakers in front of them, or from a radio positioned by their feet. 

Physical objects are available for the user to play around with and throw around as they listen 

to the music. Respondents are then able to compare the listening modes and state which one(s) 

immerses them the most in the scene while their interactions are observed on a computer 

screen. 
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3.1.2 The Study 

For reference in this chapter, “The Good Research Guide: Second Edition” by Martyn 

Denscombe (2003) will be used. 

There were a few difficulties related to the creation of these scenes and their design. 

 It could possibly take significant time to create the scenes, sounds and music needed. 

 The scenes might not be “representative” enough of the issue at hand and might not 

give any results. Results might simply be unique to the circumstances (Denscombe 

2003, p. 36). 

 VR has the potential of creating discomfort if it is not calibrated correctly. This might 

impact the design and result (Bates 1991, p. 5). 

Following the creation of the scenes, 10 participants were given the opportunity to test the 

scenes, one by one. The object of these tests was to evaluate the respondent’s achieved level of 

immersion, comparing different listening modes to each other. Participants had varying age, 

gender and background. The selection of participants was thought to reduce the potential for 

bias and give more valuable feedback. As stated in “The Good Research Guide: Second 

Edition” by Martyn Denscombe (2003), “Certain kinds of people are less inclined than others 

to spare the time and make the effort to comply with requests to help with research”. To 

counter this, the participants had to have shown interest in VR and music prior to taking part 

in testing. However, no previous experience with VR was required. This is because of two 

reasons. Firstly, VR is a new technology and is not widely tested. Secondly, the scenes attempt 

to feature no content which could be offensive or uncomfortable to the participants. Due to 

potential for discomfort, participants were asked to agree to a disclaimer informing them of 

the risks prior to participating (Denscombe 2003, p. 138). 

The study followed the form of a questionnaire with mostly closed questions. The 

questionnaire was built in the online tool Google Forms (Google Inc.) and is accessible 

through a direct link listed in the references. Early on, it was to be combined with a 

qualitative study, an interview, following the test, but this was deemed too time consuming 

and had a risk of potentially affecting the replies given by the respondents. The 

questionnaire was shaped to provide the basic details concerning the participant’s 

experience, gaming habits and musical interest. It is a quick and efficient way of collecting 

this data as there is no social interaction needed in the process of filling it out, thus 

decreasing eventual bias. As Denscombe states, the questionnaire provides “straightforward 

information – relatively brief and uncontroversial” (2003, p. 145). The answers provide a 

base for analysis of the results as they have shared, direct answers like yes, no and no 

experience. “The data collected, then, are very unlikely to be contaminated through 

variations in the wording of the questions or the manner in which the question is asked.” 

(2003, p. 159). Following the collection of background data, respondents were allowed to 

share their opinion whether diegetic music could be important in VR or not. When these 

questions had been answered, the respondents could enter VR and begin testing. 
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In a study performed by Bob G. Witmer and Michael J. Singer called “Measuring Presence in 

Virtual Environments: A Presence Questionnaire” (1998), several important questions 

relating to research on presence and immersion were formed. Singer and Witmer attempted 

to understand how to measure presence, evaluating what defines it and how to achieve it. 

During their research they created a questionnaire, a selection of questions about various 

aspects of the VR experience, such as “realism”, “degree of control” and “sensory modality” 

(Witmer & Singer 1998, p. 229). These questions were adapted and used in a quantitative 

study. The ones used from this study are: 

 How completely were all of your senses engaged? 

 How much did the visual aspects of the environment involve you?  

 How much did the auditory aspects of the environment involve you? 

 How well could you identify sounds? 

 How well could you localize sounds? 

 How much did your experiences in the virtual environment seem consistent with your 

real-world experiences? 

Witmer & Singer 1998, p.232 - 235 

These questions were used in the second half of the questionnaire, meant to compare the 

various listening modes, gather the user’s preferences and perceived differences. The 

questions touch on each listening mode and users were asked to rank their level of immersion 

when listening to each one of them, from 1 to 5, with 5 being highest perceived immersion or 

“presence”. Following questions touched on the perceived best or worst listening modes in all 

the scenes combined, best and worst scene for demonstrating binaural music, followed by the 

questions stated above for reference whether the user had focused on the music, the scene or 

both. These are ranked from 1 to 7 with 7 being complete presence. The full list of questions 

(in Swedish), and the results can be found in Appendix A. 

The potential downsides of questionnaires were taken into consideration. There is a difficulty 

in keeping the questions on such a level that everyone will understand them no matter their 

prior experience when dealing with such an advanced technology (Denscombe 2003, p. 154). 

If worded wrongly they may lead to misinterpretation and will thus contaminate the result, 

not to mention that the questions might not be answered truthfully (Denscombe 2003, p. 154, 

160). To make sure respondents would always have the necessary background, they were 

allowed to pause the test at any time to ask questions and take a long time methodically 

working through the scenes if they so desired, with a top duration of 40 minutes. It was 

essential that the users responded to the second half of the questionnaire immediately after 

finishing the test, to gain as clear results as possible. 
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4 Implementation 

To show and evaluate the differences between various audio modes in VR, a prototype was 

created. The prototype was intended to follow the suggested VR ideal as closely as possible, 

featuring the necessary points for a VR experience as stated by Brooks in subchapter 2.1 “The 

VR Experience”. In addition, the prototype had to feature and show all of the listening modes 

suggested in subchapter 3.1 “Method”. 

Implementation and design of the prototype began with choosing and evaluating game 

engines. Unity Engine 5 (Unity Technologies, 2015) features native support for Virtual Reality 

hardware such as the Oculus Rift (Oculus VR) and HTC Vive (HTC Corp.), is free and has easy 

access to a wide range of documentation. The other potential engine was Unreal Engine 4 (Epic 

Games, 2015) which features similar native support and extensive documentation. Prior 

developer experience in Unity Engine 5 (Unity Technologies, 2015) led to the decision to 

develop the prototype exclusively in Unity Engine 5. The engine will from here on be referred 

to as “Unity”. 

Unity comes with a sample project featuring some “standard assets” such as models, textures 

and scripts. In addition to these, developer packages including VR-specific scripts and the 

Oculus Audio Spatializer were downloaded from the oculus developer webpage. These add-

ons for Unity provide samples and pre-made scripts for game elements such as movement, 

user interface, camera control and key commands. The Oculus Audio Spatializer is a binaural 

audio plugin that allows Unity to output sounds from its audio sources as spatialized 3D-audio 

(Oculus, 2016). 

For early development, an Oculus Developer Kit 2 was used as hardware to allow for the visual 

side of the VR-experience. The Oculus Developer Kit 2, from here on referred to as the “DK2”, 

features full headtracking to control the game camera as well as partial positional tracking. 

The positional tracking is limited to a small space and is therefore most appropriate for seated 

use. For audio, a Logitech G633 headset was deemed appropriate due to its sound quality and 

sound-isolating design. The headset features software-based virtual surround sound, but 

because of surround sound’s limitations compared to 3D-sound, this feature was disabled 

during development and evaluation of the prototype. 

For the later stages of development, and the main part of the study, an HTC Vive (HTC Corp.) 

was used. The Vive is a modern VR hardware with better image quality, room-scale 360 degree 

tracking and tracked controllers, allowing users to walk freely around the room while in VR. 

The Vive comes with built in in-ear headphones with stereo sound. The prototype went 

through substantial changes following the arrival of the HTC Vive (HTC Corp.). Several design 

decisions were altered to fit the new technology, but will still be included for reference. 
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4.1 The Room 

The prototype was meant to include all the listening modes listed in subchapter 3.1 and to 

allow the user to change between them at will to compare them. To allow the users to take in 

as much of the audio content as possible, it was considered appropriate to allow the user to 

walk around freely in one room with no time limitations. The room was to be small, roughly 

20 square meters to avoid having to account for room reverb, and also limiting the user’s 

movement to such a degree that nausea would be mitigated. 

The room ended up being rectangular, featuring several windows on each wall and windows 

in the ceiling (figure 1). This was done to increase the user’s sense of depth and spatial 

awareness. The windows allows the user to focus its eyes between the nearby wall and the 

skybox surrounding the room on an infinite distance. The floor and ceiling were given darker 

colours to contrast the bright, matte walls. A grid pattern was added as a texture on the floor 

to further give a sense of depth. A rasterized window texture was added to the ceiling window 

for strictly aesthetic reasons – to distort the sun when viewed through the window.  Arguably, 

the differently coloured floor and ceiling could be considered to draw the user’s attention and 

provide more attention to the headtracking and vertically spatialized sound. The walls were 

left with a matte grey colour as they serve no purpose but to limit the player inside the room. 

In addition, figure 2 shows a bridge leading out from the room. This was added following 

feedback from a test user, requesting the ability to leave the room and experience sounds on a 

distance. More on this in subchapter 4.5 “Progression”. 

The aforementioned sun and skybox were present in the scene from the beginning, and change 

position and hue dynamically based on the direction of the light. This can be referred to as 

“time of day”. 

Several boxes were placed in the corners of the scene. Their appearance and textures were 

considered unimportant. Their existence was mainly to hold the sound sources, as well as give 

the user something to look at for further sense of scale. On top of the boxes around the room, 

four objects were placed to represent audio sources. These objects were taken from the 

included sample assets, showing as pink circular objects with a question mark in the centre. 

These served as visual feedback for sound positioning and had no effect on the audio itself. To 

further make their position stand out, a pink point light was added to light up the wall and 

objects around them. 

 

Fig 2. The room as seen from above Fig 1. Window and ceiling 
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4.2 The Player 

The design of the player was decided by a couple of factors: the movement, the tracking and 

finally the listening modes. To understand how the player was designed, we must first look at 

what the player represents in the game engine. The player is a game object, a collection of 

components lined up in a hierarchy, comparable to a selection of folders with files inside. The 

main game object, called the Player Controller houses the components for keyboard input and 

controls the movement of the player. Attached to the Player Controller is a camera, whose 

placement and direction is directly influenced by the VR hardware. 

The initial idea was to allow the player to freely turn and walk around the room, using the 

headtracking to decide the direction of movement. Simply put, where the user would look, the 

camera and body would point towards. Early tests of this proved this type of locomotion to be 

confusing and nausea-inducing as well as going against the proposed design for virtual 

speakers mentioned in subchapter 3.1 “Method”. The camera ended up being decoupled from 

the body in the sense that the user can look around freely without affecting the movement 

direction. Instead, the movement was controlled entirely using the keyboard. 

Two movement modes were available with different levels of comfort. The direct mode used 

the keys W and S for forward and backward movement, A and D for strafing and the mouse to 

control the body’s direction. Forwards, backwards and strafing was linear, moving the player 

at walking pace through the room. The body and camera were panned in direct proportion 

with the mouse movement. Although this direct mode is widely used for first person shooters 

in 2D gaming, observations during the pilot study (subchapter 4.4 “Pilot Study”) showed that 

some users considered it uncomfortable and nauseating in Virtual Reality. Users reported 

nauseating experiences when their view panned without them moving their physical head. The 

second mode aimed to fix this by limiting the turning of the body to 45-degree increments 

using the Q and E keys. When pressed, the view instantly turned 45 degrees to the left or right, 

leaving the fine movements to the user’s head. This proved much more comfortable and since 

became the recommended method for movement when allowing users to test the prototype. It 

was, at the time, referred to as the comfort mode. 

At the front of the body, roughly 0.6 meters away, two floating cubes were placed. These 

represent two virtual speakers and contain audio sources that can play any sound or music. At 

equal distance behind the body, two rear speakers were placed. These were invisible, but had 

the same functionality as the front ones. The speakers were marked with L and R for left and 

right channels. 
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To help the user to understand and control the audio of the room, a menu was created in front 

of the body. To make sure the user was not forced to take his or her hand off the movement 

keys, the menu needed a way to be accessed without using anything but the user’s head. To 

accomplish this, the buttons on the menu were coded to react to when the user looks at them 

directly. When gazed at, the buttons shrunk to give the user the feedback that they were 

looking at the right place. The gaze trigged a three second timer that when passed activated 

the button. In the first iteration of the prototype, one button was placed at the front centre of 

the player controller. Activating this button brought up a menu that showed placeholder text. 

The menu had no functionality beyond this. The gaze system also worked on the virtual 

speakers. When gazed upon, these showed a tooltip that described their function, as seen in 

figure 3. 

Finally, the room was populated with transparent collision triggers to play music in the various 

listening modes. The triggers were coloured differently from the scene to make them stand out 

and have text in them to show the user which listening mode they would trigger, as seen in 

figure 4. These were spread out across the room, usually close to walls, and represented all of 

the listening modes mentioned in subchapter 3.1 “Method”. These triggers activated when the 

player controller collided with them. The reason for this was to make sure the user moved 

around the room while listening to get as much out of the spatialized audio as possible. This 

was based on the theory that movement makes the user more aware of the placement of the 

sounds, which would in turn increase the perceived difference between 2D and 3D audio. 

  

Fig3. Virtual speaker Fig 4. A trigger 
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4.3 The Audio 

The audio used in the scenes are: 

 An excerpt from “Animation Reel” composed and performed by PreAmbience. 

 “In the Middle of the Valley”, a string quartet composed by V. Engström, M. Olsson 

and M. Heimonen, performed by the Schein Quartet. 

“Animation Reel” is a piece of electronic music with a distinct panning between the left and 

right channel, typical for 2D stereo music. In addition to this, this piece was chosen due to its 

ambient sound and “soft” synths that were believed not to disturb users. 

“In the Middle of the Valley” is an instrumental piece that was recorded and mixed by 

PreAmbience. Because of this, the individual recording tracks for each instrument in the 

quartet were available for use and could be placed independently in the scene. 

The appearance of the virtual scene, featuring no objectives or visual theming, allowed the 

music to be chosen freely from available sources. The only point the chosen music had to fulfil 

was that it had to be mixed in the same way as traditional soundtrack. The two pieces used in 

the prototype are widely different in genre, but both were originally mixed in stereo to be 

enjoyed on a stereo system. More music will be added as the prototype develops before the 

final study. 

To implement the music, the stereo channels had to be split into two separate mono channels 

and scripted to play in the correct audio source depending on the chosen listening mode. This 

is done using custom scripts, triggered by the green triggers placed around the room. Figure 5 

shows how these look in the engine. 

  

Fig 5. In-engine audio script 
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4.4 Pilot Study 

Following the completion of the first iteration of the prototype, two respondents were invited 

to try it and provide feedback for future development. Both were male, age 20 – 25, and both 

had shown prior interest in Virtual Reality and its development. Their reactions during 

gameplay and discussions after were noted for reference and presented here: 

 Initial reactions to putting on the DK2 were positive. Respondents commented on the 

sense of scale and depth immediately. 

o User looked through the windows and showed interest in the world outside the 

room. 

o User commented on the sun and sun flare being a “nice touch”. 

o User showed interest in looking at objects and walls closely. 

 Both noted the low resolution of the screens in the unit. 

o User said far away text was blurry. 

o User noted slight nausea due to the movement mechanics. 

 Users were impressed by the functionality of the binaural engine. 

o User turned head 180 degrees from left to right during audio in virtual 

speakers. 

o User repeated step during audio directly to headphones, commenting on the 

clear difference. 

o User seemed disoriented during audio from game objects at first before finding 

their direction. Note that user immediately found the sound direction. 

o User asked if sound was surround. Consider adding vertical sound sources. 

Following gameplay, the respondents commented on the experience as being immersive, 

despite sitting down, when in the prototype they were standing up. Three questions were 

posed for the respondents to consider after playing: 

 How completely were all of your senses engaged? 

 How much did the visual aspects of the environment involve you?  

 How much did the auditory aspects of the environment involve you? 

Respondents reported auditory and visual senses engaged at all time, but lacked the feeling of 

standing up and moving around the space on their own. The movement system implemented 

induced no nausea, but felt like it could be improved upon. Respondents reported most 

engaged during playback of the string quartet, actively searching for the audio sources and 

trying to make out the instruments in each position. One respondent reported feeling the most 

immersed when facing away from all sources and moving his head, drawing similarities to 

having a radio on in his room. During playback directly into headphones, both respondents 

reported the sensation to be “artificial”, noting the presence of headphones on their heads. No 

such remark was made during other listening modes. 

Visuals made up a small part of the discussion. Respondents reported the visuals to be 

adequate, showing no particular interest for the visual design. One respondent spent a couple 

of minutes looking out through windows and studying objects up close, showing interest in 

the scene as well as the sounds. Shadows and sun angle were considered “cool” and “relaxing”. 
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Auditory aspects made up a large part of the discussion. Respondents stated that the different 

listening modes were interesting and engaging to switch between. Both expressed surprise at 

the differences, saying they had never thought about it up until trying the prototype. The most 

engaging experience proved to be the string quartet, making respondents walk around the 

room for quite a while, turning their heads, leaning back and forth. Respondents reported a 

high level of immersion when combining movement with the string quartet. One respondent 

reached his hand out in attempt to touch a virtual object. Lowest interest and level of 

immersion proved to be during playback directly to headphones and to rear virtual speakers. 

Playback in rear speakers was only tried once by each respondent, compared to several times 

for the other listening modes. Respondents encountered a problem with wanting to stop one 

track to start another. Several music tracks were playing at the same time, making the audio 

cluttered. 

Suggestions provided by the respondents following gameplay were as follows: 

 Expand the room with a scene that people can identify with or recognize from 

another part of their lives. That might increase visual immersion. 

 Add vertical audio sources that move around the scene in some way. 

 Add more variation to the music. 

 Add a button to stop all audio. 

In conclusion, there was already a discernible pattern to the responses, showing that diegetic 

music, especially when spatialized in a room, produces the highest immersion value and 

interest in users. 

4.5 Progression 

Using the feedback given by the two respondents, the prototype was developed further to 

accommodate the suggestions they had provided, as well as new hardware with more 

possibilities for input. Placement and design of the music triggers as well as the menu and 

movement system were altered to accommodate for the use of tracked controllers with the 

HTC Vive (HTC Corp.). The Vive’s controllers features five buttons and one touchpad and is 

spatially tracked in the scene to represent the user’s hands. Tooltips were added to show the 

user which buttons to use for what function. 

 

  

Fig 6. The Vive controller in Unity 
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The collision triggers were replaced by pillars with buttons on top, allowing the user to place 

a controller on a button and press the front trigger to start the music. The menu floating in 

front of the player no longer responds to the player’s view, but instead requires the user to 

press its buttons with a controller. The movement system was replaced by a teleporting 

mechanism. This meant the user could point a controller towards the ground, hold the 

touchpad down and thus show a beam to where the user will be teleported upon release of the 

touchpad. This system was meant to mitigate any possible nausea connected to movement in 

VR. 

To give further visual fidelity and to place the room in a believable location, animated water 

was added under the room, expanding to infinite distance in every direction. This was done 

in attempt to engage a user’s visual senses with movement from a recognizable object. In 

addition, the walls, ceiling and floor received textures of wood, metal and glass. To further 

increase the scene’s fidelity and variation, a bridge leading outside the room was added. The 

bridge reaches roughly four meters outside the room and is modelled with wood-textured 

planks with gaps in between them. This was meant to add depth, making the moving water 

visible through the cracks. To make sure users do not fall off the bridge during testing, 

invisible walls were added around it to block movement. Two buttons were added on the 

bridge triggering 2D and 3D listening modes. The bridge proved to show this difference to a 

great extent, especially when triggering the string quartet to play in the room while the user 

walks on the bridge. Non-diegetic music in this case contrasts the scene and the absence of 

visual audio sources. To further increase the immersion in this area, sounds of water will be 

added beneath the bridge. 

 

Several other methods for increasing fidelity were attempted, such as placing the room on the 

top floor of a tall building, adding clouds. This was considered to be too complicated and 

possibly uncomfortable for users with fear of heights, and was therefore discontinued. 

  
Fig 7. Bridge, water and activation buttons 
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To add more control over the audio, the menu system was expanded to include a button to 

stop all audio playing in the scene. Menu backgrounds and text were added to make the text 

appear clearer. For further visual fidelity, the menu was coded to fade in and out of existence 

when activated rather than instantly appearing and disappearing. Early tests of this fading 

script proved problematic, and the fading did not work as intended. This was corrected by 

rewriting the script entirely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the base for all interaction and audio completed, two additional scenes were created. One 

scene featuring a home cinema, and one scene featuring a small elevator. These scenes can be 

accessed from the first room through a door. Users may grab the handle of the door, which 

triggers the loading of the home cinema scene. 

  

Fig 8. The interactive menu 

Fig 9. Door and texturing 
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The home cinema was intended to simulate a location where music would commonly be played 

from different sources and in different configurations like stereo and surround. This made it 

an appropriate location for binaural audio. In the scene there is a television set a desk and five 

speakers in a 5.1 surround configuration. The user may select from all available listening 

modes to play from the speakers in the room, the virtual speakers or the headphones. 

Additionally, on top of the desk there are four bouncy balls which the user can pick up and 

throw around. These balls act as audio sources for the string quartet track and allows the user 

to freely move the audio around to experiment with the effect of binaural music. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lastly, the elevator scene was created to simulate a more realistic environment, commonly 

visited in video and games. This scene features a limited selection of listening modes, as well 

as a unique selection of sounds and music to make the experience more realistic. Common 

elevator music can be played through a single speaker at the top left of the elevator door – 

and the elevator can be made to make sounds expected from a moving elevator at the click of 

a button.  

Fig 10. The main part of the home cinema 

Fig 11. The elevator and button panel 
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5 Evaluation 

The study was performed as follows: 

1. The user was introduced to the HTC Vive and its parts. Vive optics were calibrated to 

the user’s eyes and the user got to move around the room to get used to the device. This 

was done in an isolated room with only one user present at a time. 

2. The user filled in the first part of the questionnaire, and was informed of potential 

risks. Questionnaire gathered background data and expectations. 

3. The user was introduced to the VR scene, its controls, functions and goal. 

4. The user was left to freely walk around the three scenes, experiencing the various parts 

at its own pace while observed on a 2D screen. 

5. The user was able to pause or cancel the test at any time for any reason and ask 

questions freely, but was encouraged to listen carefully and explore. 

6. When the user was satisfied with the experience and had tried the majority or all of the 

listening modes, the test ended. 

7. The user was encouraged to answer the second half of the questionnaire, gathering 

preferences, perceived immersion levels and feedback. 

8. Test was concluded and the next person was allowed to begin. 

5.1 The Study 

The full result pages gathered from Google Forms can be found in Appendix A (Swedish). A 

summary of the study will be presented here. 

5.1.1 Background (Before test) 

 Respondent’s ages varied between the 20 – 29 ranges to the 50 – 59 ranges. Most 

respondents were within the 20 – 29 range. 

 All respondents reported a high interest for listening to music, 60% answering a 6 out 

of 7. 

 Gaming experience varied between respondents but the majority were highly 

experienced with games. 

 80% of respondents reported using speakers for music listening, the rest using 

headphones. 

 50% reported using headphones for gaming, 50% reported speakers. 

 Previous use of VR-hardware varied greatly, most respondents having used the Oculus 

Rift with 50%, with 30% having used none. 

 All respondents believed diegetic music to be important in VR. 
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5.1.2 Immersion (After test) 

 2D from Headphones was on average considered a 3 on the immersion scale with 50%, 

3 respondents replying with a 5 for presence. 

 Virtual front speakers were on average considered a 4 on the immersion scale with 

50%. 

 Virtual rear speakers were on average considered a 3 on the immersion scale with 50%. 

 3D from objects, such as the home cinema speakers and the elevator speakers was 

considered fully immersive by 90% of the respondents. 

 Binaural 3D Music, the string quartet, was considered a 4 on the immersion scale with 

50%, 3 respondents replying with a 5 for presence. 

 3D from objects was considered the best and most immersive listening mode, having 

70% of the respondent’s votes. 

 Virtual front and rear speakers were considered the worst listening modes with 50% 

and 20% respectively. 2D from headphones was the third worst with 30%. 

5.1.3 Senses 

 50% of respondents considered their senses to be immersed to a degree of 6 out of 7, 

30% replying with a 5. 

 60% of respondents considered the visual elements to be involving to a degree of 6. 

Remaining respondents ranked a 5 and 7 with 20% respectively. 

 Only 30% considered the audio to be involving to a level of presence, the majority of 

50% replying with a 5. 

 Localization of sound was considered good in general with 40% on 5 and 40% on 7. 

 Respondents reported the VR experience to be mostly consistent with their real-world 

experiences, 50% ranking it a 6 out of 7. 30% ranked it a 5. 

5.1.4 Preference 

 The elevator scene was deemed the best for showing binaural music with 60%, followed 

by the home cinema scene with 30%. 

 Respondents considered the first scene, demo room, to be the worst for showing 

binaural music with 80%. 

 Following the test, 100% of respondents thought binaural music to be important in VR. 

5.1.5 Observations 

Points noted while testing: 

 Users expressed no level of discomfort while wearing the Vive and moving through the 

scenes. 

 Users moving around more in the scene seemed to be able to localize audio sources 

more easily. 

 Users expressed a high level of immersion while standing on the bridge in the demo 

room scene, majority spending several minutes looking around at that location. 

 Users expressed joy over the selection of music for the elevator, several users dancing. 
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5.2 Analysis 

5.2.1 Background 

The respondents were selected based on interest for VR and music rather than gaming. The 

level of experience with games did however appear to affect the user’s experience in the test. 

For instance, those that had reported a low experience with games seemed to struggle with the 

movement mechanics and music triggers more than those that had reported high experience. 

They would often press the wrong button on the controller, accidentally teleporting 

themselves to an unwanted position when they wanted to press a music trigger. However, this 

lack of experience did in no way seem to lower their level of immersion once they had 

performed the intended task. 

The high amount of respondents using speakers when listening to music seemed to have no 

correlation to the lower immersion reported from the use of the virtual speakers in the test. 

5.2.2 Listening modes 

From the results gathered we can identify certain trends concerning the various listening 

modes. For instance, 2D music played in the user’s headphones or from virtual speakers, both 

front and rear, were considered less immersive than when the music was played from objects 

in the scene. There could be several different reasons for this. 

To analyse this we must remember the theories concerning diegetic and non-diegetic sound, 

as well as the audio-visual contract (Chion, 1994). 2D music from headphones could be 

considered non-diegetic music due to its lack of spatialization in the scene – thus it does not 

only originate from outside the scene but also breaks the audio-visual contract since it has no 

object of origin. However, it is worth noting that those that claimed to have felt presence while 

playing the headphone listening mode said it was because they were aware that they were 

wearing headphones. 

The virtual speakers had the function to simulate a common stereo speaker system. The front 

speakers were considered more immersive than the rear, yet only one respondent considered 

it perfectly immersive. This could be because of the lack of physical context, seeing as the 

speakers were constantly floating mid-air. It might also be because of bad spatialization 

settings in the engine, making the sound too similar to the 2D from headphones mode. The 

rear speakers were designed to always stay behind the user, no matter their orientation. Their 

lack of physical and visible models in the scene could have been detrimental to immersion. 

90% reported presence when playing music from objects in the scene. Most users showed a 

heightened interest for the objects which the music originated from, most notably in the 

elevator scene. During observation, users leaned in towards the objects, turned around to 

experience the spatialization, moved around the scene to experience differences in volume and 

similar actions. Some users responded vocally to identifying audio sources after playing music 

from them, mostly positively. This listening mode can be considered diegetic, due to the music 

originating from visual objects within the scene, as well as fulfilling the audio-visual contract 

(Chion, 1994), since the music was played from objects recognized as speakers. 

Playing the string quartet, or 3D binaural music mode, received mixed responses. 50% ranked 

it a 4 on the immersion scale. Although this listening mode could be considered diegetic, it did 

not always fulfil the audio-visual contract (Chion, 1994). In the home cinema scene, this mode 

can be played on two locations – either from the physical surround speakers or from 
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interactive balls. Balls are not expected to play music, and as such, they could break 

immersion. Despite this, users showed interest in experimenting with the sound through 

moving the balls around and throwing them. Due to the nature of the recording, the four 

instrument tracks did not only contain audio from that particular instrument, but had a 

substantial amount of audio from other instruments, as well as a fifth channel for ambience 

audio. As theorized by Begault (1994, p. 16), this could have been detrimental to the 

spatialization and sense of direction of this particular listening mode, thus lowering the 

potential for immersion. 

The test featured two locations where spatialized audio could be combined with spatialized 

music. The first one was out on the bridge in the demo room scene. This location features 

ambient water noise, as well as audio to simulate the water’s movement under the bridge. 

Music can be triggered to play from within the room. The second location is in the elevator 

scene, where elevator sounds can be triggered alongside the elevator music track. Both of these 

locations seemed to be of particular interest to the majority of the users, potentially 

contributing to the highest levels of immersion in the test due to the sound and music 

theoretically performing as expected from a real-world experiences. These locations feature 

no non-diegetic elements and could be considered to fulfil the audio-visual contract (Chion, 

1994). 

5.3 Conclusions 

Results of this study are, due to the limited amount of responses, inconclusive. This study did 

not perfectly test the theories presented. Several more iterations would have had to be created 

before the essence of this problem would have been found and tested. This is due to the limited 

environments of the three scenes and the subjective nature of VR and music. However, several 

trends can be identified from the gathered data and analysis. 

Experiences in Virtual Reality are combinations of many elements. The suggested VR-ideal 

seems to correspond with the results of this study, showing that higher levels of immersion 

can be achieved if as many points of the VR ideal are fulfilled. This means that the virtual 

environment does not necessarily have to be fully realistic, but should function as close to 

realistic expectations as possible. 

Simulating the three-part setup with virtual speakers did not function as intended. Users 

reported lower levels of immersion from this listening modes. This could potentially be 

different in other types of environments. 

Music has been shown to function in virtual scenes, potentially adding to immersion and 

helping to fulfil the VR-ideal as long as it is diegetic and played from an object 

expected to produce music. Other types of listening modes seemed detrimental to the 

immersion level but could potentially be used to better effect in other types of environments. 
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6 Concluding Remarks 

6.1 Summary 

Virtual Reality is a new media, bringing experiences that go beyond the immersion that games 

and cinema can provide. Utilizing the potential of modern computers, VR can present graphics 

and sound, potentially transporting the user to another world. Designing these worlds requires 

very different design decisions compared to non-VR media, as such the differences must be 

defined and tested in attempt to achieve the perfect VR experience. In this study, we introduce 

a theoretical VR-ideal, referring to an experience that achieves the highest level of immersion, 

also called presence, through the use of graphics, sound, music and game mechanics. 

Music and soundtrack are usually placed outside the events of the scene, merely functioning 

as emotional catalysts both in video and games. Michel Chion, author of Audio-Vision, Sound 

on Screen (1994), called this non-diegetic. In VR, this potentially breaks immersion, thus 

failing to fulfil the VR-ideal. To counteract this, other ways to implement music had to be 

tested. 

A test was created in Unity Engine 5 (Unity Technologies, 2015), consisting of three scenes 

with a wide selection of “listening modes”, or musical configurations. This test followed the 

theoretical background of Frederick P. Brooks and Durand R. Begault as well influences from 

several released VR-games and their method of implementation. The listening modes ranged 

from non-diegetic stereo music played directly through the user’s headphones to fully diegetic, 

played from modelled speakers inside the scenes. Following creation, 10 respondents were 

allowed to go through the scenes, wearing an HTC Vive (HTC Corp.), experiencing every 

listening mode and forming opinions on their level of immersion, as well as preferences and 

feedback for future development. Respondents taking the test also replied to a questionnaire 

that gathered their thoughts on the experience on a ranking system. 

Results varied, but certain discernible patterns in the replies could lead to a number of 

conclusions on the subject of music in VR. It was found that immersion improved, the more 

the user’s experience corresponded to their expectations from real-world experiences. This 

means that non-diegetic listening modes, those without proper context in the scene, were 

considered less immersive than the diegetic listening modes placed inside the scene. 
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6.2 Discussion 

The subjectivity of VR-experiences, along with the varying experience and interest for music 

makes this study very difficult when attempting to extrapolate objective results. There is no 

right or wrong way to implement music in VR, as both diegetic and non-diegetic configurations 

have been shown to create high levels of immersion in the examples mentioned in chapter 2.3. 

Furthermore, as stated by Brooks (1999), there were no pieces of VR-hardware that provided 

either perfect vision or perfect sound, and to this day, there still aren’t. For instance, the HTC 

Vive (HTC Corp.), although a major improvement over the Oculus Developer Kit 2 (Oculus 

VR) used in the pilot study, still does not have the image resolution needed to present a perfect 

image. Individual pixels can still be spotted. The Oculus Audio Spatializer (Oculus VR) is a 

software that uses a generalized configuration for human ears. Begault stated that 3D audio 

works best if it is configured to each user’s ears (1994, p. 2). Despite this, the results and the 

observations during testing showed that users did not require visual or audial perfection in 

order to forget their physical whereabouts, nor the passage of time. They were, at times, 

seemingly fully immersed, proving that although the VR-ideal was not fulfilled, the 

experiences came close enough to still reach presence. This might indicate that immersion 

does not lie in the hardware, but rather in the design of the experience, thus showing the 

importance of good design decisions for game mechanics, graphics and audio. However, it is 

worth noting that the room-scale tracking of the HTC Vive (HTC Corp.) may be a large 

contributor to the presence, as users can physically move through the virtual space using their 

own bodies rather than just pressing keys on the keyboard. 

Observations showed that this particular implementation into VR proved comfortable and 

intuitive enough not to create nausea among the users. It successfully fulfilled the required 

elements stated by Bates (1991, p. 5) for a comfortable VR experience, especially since the 

upgrade from an Oculus Developer Kit 2 (Oculus VR) to the HTC Vive (HTC Corp.) and the 

new teleportation system that this upgrade allowed for. 

The mechanics introduced in this study, namely the menus and virtual speakers could be 

implemented and produce better results in productions with other genres. For example, a 

science-fiction game with a three-dimensional heads-up display could feature stereo speakers 

for the music alongside indicators for health and other features. Menus floating in front of the 

player could for example have been replaced with the menu (and speakers) following the 

controllers instead. Maybe that would have encouraged users to pay more attention to the 

spatialization of the music and thus elevated the presence. 

This study could be considered to bridge the gap between the old and the new. From the 

theories of Chion on cinema to the exploration of VR technology of Begault to the release of 

the HTC Vive in early 2016 (HTC Corp.), a lot has changed, but the combined goal is to strive 

for immersion. Videogames and VR, although widely different in terms of experiences, still 

share the same design basics. Both require a game engine as a base, scripting for functions, 

input methods for control and rendering tools and audio sources for presentation. With the 

improvement of hardware and the introduction of consumer VR, this merely became a more 

exact science, demanding more of the content creators. In terms of audio design, soundtrack 

could be considered just as important in VR as it is in traditional media, although the 

implementation differs (if the goal is to reach presence). For the musician, perhaps it is time 

to leave the traditional stereo mix behind and look into more complicated, multi-channel 

mixes when it comes to VR and allowing music to be more interactive than in traditional 

implementations. 
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6.3 Future Work 

This study is just one small step towards understanding the potential solutions for the problem 

of soundtrack in VR and the subject is expected to be expanded upon with future games and 

other VR-media. A foundation has been formed, showing the earliest signs of differences in 

perceived immersion with different audio configurations. However, it is expected that other 

studies will be made, using different types of tests, that will prove to the contrary of the results 

of this study. This is merely one more sign of the subjectivity of VR-experiences and music.  

Had this study continued beyond 10 respondents, the results would have been clearer and 

would have shown a clearer indication as to how music should be implemented for the sake of 

immersion. This could have led to several more iterations of the prototype to a stage where the 

scenes were refined to test the problem more efficiently. This might include other types of 

environments, better implementation of audio and audio sources and a better spatializer 

plugin. There is a big need for sharing information and guidelines within the relatively new 

VR-market, pointing to proper usage of assets to prevent bad experiences, nausea and user 

disappointment. The market needs well produced content to grow, and this study could be 

used to further that cause. Should the interest exist, the prototype and all its assets will be 

published for free for anyone to download, try and use as reference material. 

The interest for the VR-market as well as the hardware will most likely continue to grow as 

content creators become more adept at utilizing its full potential. With more immersive 

content comes more efficient techniques at engaging the user. During the development of this 

prototype, several more VR-titles were released on the market, utilizing different 

implementations for their soundtrack. However, none have been seen to use any listening 

mode not tested in this study. 
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